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APPLICABLE SERVICES

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

Transport wheel PU Ø 150 mm - with ball bearing, 650 kg

SKU 48412

This loose wheel is equipped with a ball bearing with a diameter of 150
mm. The polyurethane tread of the wheel guarantees low rolling
resistance and quiet running! The load capacity is 650 kg.

TECHNICAL DATA

Castors diameter mm 150

Material PU

Status New

Outside dimension lenght 150

Outside dimension width 50

Outside dimension height 150

Carry weight 650

Product new

Type Wheels

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

This strong transport wheel has a high load capacity of 650 kg, making it
extremely suitable for heavy transport. The wheel tread is made of cast
polyurethane (PU) with a cast iron core (painted black). The hardness of
the tread is 90° - 98° Sh.A (HARD). As a result, the transport wheel
guarantees a low rolling resistance and low-noise operation. The wheel
is also wear-resistant, streak-free and resistant to various oils, minerals,
greases and hydrolysis. The axle hole diameter of this loose wheel is 20
mm and the height is 150 mm. This wheel has a tread width of 50 mm
and the weight of this transport wheel is 3.24 kg. The temperature range
of the wheel is -30°C to +80°C. This transport wheel with polyurethane
tread is suitable as an alternative to vulcanized natural rubber when
certain chemicals, oils and greases play a role. This wheel has a perfect
balance between driving comfort and heavy duty applications. In
addition, this wheel can be mounted under every roll container and dolly
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in our range. Would you like to learn more about points to consider when
buying wheels? Then read our blog with tips when purchasing !

Link to visit this page:

https://rotom.co.uk/transport-wheel-pu-o-150-mm-with-ball-bearing-
650-kg-48412
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